In this work, the study of thermal conductivity before and after in-situ ring-opening polymerization of cyclic butylene terephthalate into poly (butylene terephthalate) in presence of graphene-related materials (GRM) is addressed, to gain insight in the modification of nanocomposites morphology upon polymerization. Five types of GRM were used: one type of graphite nanoplatelets, two different grades of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and the same rGO grades after thermal annealing for 1 hour at 1700°C under vacuum to reduce their defectiveness. Polymerization of CBT into pCBT, morphology and nanoparticle organization were investigated by means of differential scanning calorimetry, electron microscopy and rheology. Electrical and thermal properties were investigated by means of volumetric resistivity and bulk thermal conductivity measurement. In particular, the reduction of nanoflake aspect ©2017. This manuscript version is made available under the CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ratio during ring-opening polymerization was found to have a detrimental effect on both electrical and thermal conductivities in nanocomposites.
Introduction
The high corrosion resistance, ease of processing, lightweight and low cost of polymers attracted scientific community and industry for the preparation of thermally conductive materials for the replacement of metallic parts [1] [2] [3] , despite their intrinsic low thermal conductivity. For this purpose, polymer composites or nanocomposites are typically used, exploiting different types of conductive fillers/nanofillers, including carbon nanotubes, graphite, graphene-related materials, boron nitride, metal particles, aluminum oxide, diamond and silicon nitride [3] .
In the last decade, scientists focused their attention on graphene [4, 5] , a single-atom-thick sheet of hexagonally arranged sp 2 -bonded carbons, due to its extraordinary thermal, electrical and mechanical properties [6] [7] [8] . Unluckily, although various preparation approaches have been studied [5, [9] [10] [11] [12] , the industrial scale up of graphene, required for its exploitation in polymer nanocomposites, remains highly challenging. For this reason, different synthesis techniques have been developed during years: chemical reduction of graphene oxide (GO) [13] , thermal exfoliation and reduction of GO [14] , ball milling [15] , liquid phase exfoliation of graphite [11] and other methods [16] . However, all of these methods often lead to flakes of relatively low quality (low to limited single layer yield, large thickness distribution, chemical defectiveness in the sp 2 structure, limited lateral size). Indeed, techniques allowing kg scale production typically lead to so-called graphene-related materials (GRM), including graphite instance, Eksik et al. [23] added chemically reduced graphene oxide (c-rGO) coated poly (methyl methacrylate) microspheres to epoxy resin (with a final content of c-rGO of 1 wt.%) and obtained a 7-fold increase in the thermal conductivity of pure epoxy resin while the increase was about 3-fold when a traditional epoxy + 1 wt.% c-rGO nanocomposite was prepared, thus indicating that the formation of a well-organized pathway is crucial for the enhancement of thermal conductivity in polymer nanocomposites.
In the last years, scientists focused their attention on reactive extrusion of polymer nanocomposites, taking advantage of the starting low viscosity of oligomers/monomers and its increase during polymerization reaction, which could result in a higher dispersion and distribution of nanoparticles [24] [25] [26] . A wide interest was focused to the in-situ ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of cyclic butylene terephthalate (CBT) oligomers for the preparation of poly (butylene terephthalate) (pCBT)
nanocomposites [27] [28] [29] [30] . In particular, Noh et al. [26] and Colonna et al. [18] demonstrated the possibility to distribute and disperse GNP and rGO via ROP of CBT. The high dispersion and distribution degree of these electrically and thermally conductive nanoparticles resulted in nanocomposites with excellent electrical and thermal conductivities [18, 26] . However, it is worth noting that the presence of graphene related materials was proven to decrease polymerization rate [31] and/or decrease molecular weight [32] .
Despite pCBT nanocomposites have been widely studied, the evolution of nanoparticle dispersion and thermal/electrical conductivities during ring-opening polymerizations were not previously reported, to the best of our knowledge. Even though CBT is a solid at room temperature, unpolymerized CBT nanocomposites cannot be regarded as materials for real application owing to their low mechanical properties. Nevertheless, it is important to study how nanocomposite properties change upon the ring-http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ Part of the RGO and RGO-2 were annealed, in a closed graphite box, at 1700 °C for 1 hour at 50 Pa in a vacuum oven (Pro.Ba., Italy) with graphite resistors to decrease the defectiveness in the sp 2 structure, as previously reported [21] . Annealed material are from now on referred to as RGO_1700 (ID/IG ≈ 0.11, O1s ≈ 0.4 at.%, TOnset,TGA ≈ 750°C) and RGO-2_1700 (ID/IG ≈ 0.11, O1s ≈ 1.1 at.%, TOnset,TGA ≈ 671°C).
Raman spectroscopy, XPS and Thermogravimetry results above reported were thoroughly discussed previously [18, 21] 
Nanocomposite preparation
Nanocomposites were prepared via a 2-step procedure:
1-About 17.1 g of CBT were partially dissolved in 120 ± 10 ml of acetone for about 1 hour under stirring. Then, 0.9 g of different graphene-related materials (GRM), i.e. GNP, RGO, RGO-2, RGO_1700 or RGO-2_1700, were added to the solution and the system underwent a manual mixing for about 5 minutes. The obtained mixture was first dried in a chemical hood for 2 hours then in an oven at 80°C for 8 hours under mild vacuum (~10 1 mbar) to remove residual acetone and moisture.
2-CBT nanocomposites were prepared by melt mixing the dried and pulverized CBT/GRM mixture into a co-rotating twin-screw micro-extruder (DSM Xplore 15, Netherlands) for 5 minutes at 100 rpm and 190°C. pCBT nanocomposites were prepared by melt mixing the dried and pulverized CBT/GRM mixture for 5 minutes at 100 rpm and 250°C; then, butyltin chloride dihydroxide catalyst (0.5 wt.% respect to the oligomer content) was added and the process carried out for other 10 minutes (keeping screw speed and temperature constant) to complete CBT polymerization.
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Characterization
Morphological characterization of graphene-related materials and CBT/pCBT nanocomposites was performed with a high resolution Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM, ZEISS MERLIN 4248). CBT and pCBT nanocomposites were fractured in liquid nitrogen, then coated with a thin layer (~5 nm) of Chromium.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a Q20 (TA Instruments, USA) with a heating rate of 10 °C min -1 in the temperature range of 25 ÷ 190 °C and 25 ÷ 250 °C for CBT and pCBT nanocomposites, respectively. The used method consisted in: 1) a heating cycle, required to erase the thermal history of the material; 2) a cooling step, to study the crystallization of CBT and pCBT nanocomposites; 3) a second heating step to evaluate the melting temperature of materials.
All the specimens for rheological, electrical and thermal characterization were prepared by compression molding. No significant preferential orientation of nanoflakes was observed from SEM analysis in the specimen cross-section, as expected taking into account the low shear imposed during compression molding and the high viscosity of the nanocomposites.
Rheological properties of CBT/GRM and pCBT/GRM nanocomposites were evaluated on a straincontrolled rheometer (ARES, TA Instruments, USA) with parallel-plate geometry. The measurement system was based on the multimeter method. Power supply is time to time regulated in current or in voltage to have accurate measurement by both the multimeters, limiting the power dissipated on the specimen. The conductivity value was calculated with the following formula: ) where S and l are the specimen surface and thickness, respectively; V is the voltage and I the electric current, both read by the apparatus. equipped with a temperature controller (Haake AC200, Thermo Scientific Inc., USA).
Results and discussion
Differential scanning calorimetry was employed to monitor polymerization of CBT into pCBT and the effect of nanoparticles on melting/crystallization behavior of the polymer matrix. Melting signals of CBT/GRM nanocomposites ( Figure S1_a ) reveal that nanoparticles do not have influence on CBT melting, with the presence of a small exothermic peak at about 80°C and three endothermic peaks located at ~126, ~153 and ~186°C which are typical for CBT [33] . Furthermore, this indicates that graphene related materials are not able to trigger ring opening polymerization of CBT and a catalyst is crucial to promote oligomer polymerization into pCBT; indeed 2 nd heating curves on pCBT and pCBT/GRM ( Figure S1_c ) show no traces of melting peaks of CBT, whereas a new endothermic peak at about 226 °C, related to the melting of the poly (butylene terephthalate), appeared for all the nanocomposites. The absence of CBT melting peaks is not sufficient to prove 100% conversion of CBT; however, conversion up to 97% were reported in literature when CBT were polymerized in similar conditions (205°C, 3 min, in presence of the same catalyst used in this work) [34] . and 115 ÷ 124°C) thus indicating splitting of the crystallization process into multiple peaks which is interpreted as the separated crystallization of the different oligomers, accordingly with their melting behavior described above. This suggests the nucleation activity of GRM is exerted preferentially on higher molecular weight fraction in the mixture of CBT. Nucleating effects by GRM were observed as well in pCBT, with a shift in the crystallization peak from ~199°C for pure pCBT to temperatures in the range 201°C to 211°C, depending on the GRM type ( Figure S1_d ).
The morphologies of CBT and pCBT nanocomposites were investigated by electron microscopy:
representative micrographs of CBT and pCBT nanocomposites containing GNP and RGO (representative for all rGO nanocomposites) are reported in Figure 1 . In CBT + 5% GNP ( Figure 1a ) it is possible to observe regions with large aggregates of nanoflakes, in the range of tens of microns, as well as other areas with a low or negligible content of nanoparticles. This is indeed expected for melt blending of aggregated nanoflakes into low molecular weight liquids, as the extremely low viscosity of CBT did not allow to apply sufficiently high shear forces during mixing to obtain optimal dispersion and distribution degree of nanoparticles. CBT/rGO nanocomposites (in Figure 1b is reported as example CBT + RGO) at low magnification exhibit a better distribution of RGO aggregates (with average lateral size of few dozens of micrometers and average thickness ranging from few to ~ 20 μm) which could not be further separated due to the low viscosity of CBT. However, it is worth noting that low viscosity allows CBT to infiltrate the accordion-like structure of RGO, as observable in Figure 1b .
While no clear differences were observed for GNP distribution and dispersion in pCBT ( Figure 1c ) and CBT ( Figure 1a ) nanocomposites, in pCBT + RGO nanoflake aggregates were strongly reduced in number and size as compared to CBT + RGO, suggesting a dispersion effect obtained during the polymerization of CBT infiltrated into the accordion-like structure. This can be explained by the progressively increasing applied shear during melt mixing, owed to the viscosity increase during Despite electron microscopy is widely used to obtain direct view of composite morphology, it has to be noted that it is clearly a local technique and prone to material homogeneity, nanoparticle orientation and sample preparation method, thus requiring the use of at least another complementary technique to properly assess dispersion and distribution of particles in polymer nanocomposites [36, 37] . For this reason, the study of nanoparticle dispersion and organization in the oligomer and polymer matrixes was completed carrying out dynamic frequency sweep tests in the molten state, as the elastic modulus (G') and complex viscosity (η*) of a nanocomposite are strongly affected by nanoflake dispersion and content [38] .
η* and G' as a function of deformation frequency plots for pCBT and CBT containing 5 wt.% of GRM are presented in Figure 2 : rheological data (G' and η*) related to pCBT and its nanocomposites were previously reported [18] and recalled here for comparison with CBT-based nanocomposites. CBT/rGO nanocomposites exhibit a marked dependence of the complex viscosity with frequency [38] , with viscosity values several decades higher than those of pure CBT (0.02 Pa•s at 190°C [35, 39] ), thus than those measured for CBT + rGO. Despite a significant scattering of data points was observed for both G' and η*, owing to the low absolute instrumental readings for a low viscosity material tested in this conditions, complex viscosity is still dependent on the deformation frequency whereas elastic modulus plots appear to be constant within the significant data scattering, thus suggesting a weak percolation network, accordingly with the poor dispersion of nanoflakes observed by electron microscopy.
Linear viscoelasticity in the molten state for pCBT/GRM nanocomposites was studied at 250°C due to the higher melting temperature of pCBT (~ 226°C) with respect to that of CBT (the highest melting peak is located at ~ 186°C). For all the pCBT/GRM nanocomposites, η* strongly depends on the higher impact on the viscoelastic properties were obtained with high C/O ratio nanoflakes [38] .
However, such effect was not significant in CBT nanocomposites, in which negligible differences between G' and η* of nanocomposites containing pristine or annealed nanoparticles were observed.
To better estimate the dispersion degree of the different nanoflakes, fitting of viscosity data, for both CBT and pCBT nanocomposites, was carried out at the lower shear rates (ω = 0.1 ÷ 1 rad/s) with the aim of calculating the shear thinning exponent factor, n, of the equation
where η is the viscosity, A is a sample specific pre-exponential factor and ω is the oscillation frequency of the rheometer; the value of n is supposed to be a semi-quantitative measure of the dispersion degree of the sample, as reported by Wagener and Reisinger [41] . Fitting results are plotted as straight lines in Figure 2a , and n values calculated for all the nanocomposites are reported in Table S2 . Neat pCBT materials is expected to result in electrically conductive composites. Indeed, while polymers are well known insulating materials with an extremely low electrical conductivity (σ ~ 10 -13 S/m for pure pCBT [26] ) a sharp increase in the electrical conductivity has been typically observed upon dispersion of conductive nanoparticles at loading above the percolation threshold, which value depends primarily on particle aspect ratio and dispersion degree [26, 31] .
Electrical conductivity results on CBT and pCBT nanocomposites, containing 5 wt.% of different graphene-related materials, are reported in Figure 3 and Table 1 W/(m•K) for CBT + RGO_1700, which is about 7 times the value measured for pure CBT: such a high enhancement in the thermal conductivity of nanocomposites containing annealed rGO was previously correlated to the lower defectiveness of annealed rGO, combined with their high aspect ratio [18] . The novel aspect from the present paper is that thermal conductivity values obtained for CBT/rGO_1700 nanocomposites are ~ 20 ÷ 65 % higher than for the correspondent formulations based on pCBT. This is likely related to the higher aspect ratio of nanoflakes in CBT nanocomposites, as the effect of aspect ratio reduction was previously recognized to be detrimental in polymer nanocomposites [2] . In fact, the progressively increasing applied shear during melt mixing, owed to the viscosity increase during ringopening polymerization of CBT into pCBT, is responsible for the reduction of nanoflake aggregate size, as demonstrated in the case of RGO_1700 nanoflakes extracted from their relevant CBT and pCBT nanocomposites ( Figure S4 ). Finally, it is worth mentioning that the low molecular weight of CBT oligomers (and the associated low mechanical properties) prevent the use of unpolymerized CBT nanocomposites in most practical applications. However, CBT nanocomposites may find applications as intermediates in polymer processing, e.g. as masterbatches in the preparation of nanocomposites with low nanoparticles content.
Conclusions
The present paper is focused on morphology and conductivity properties evolution upon ring-opening polymerization during extrusion for the production of poly butylene terephthalate nanocomposites containing graphene-related materials, including GNP, rGO and thermally annealed rGO. Despite unpolymerized CBT nanocomposites cannot be regarded as materials for real application, owed to their low mechanical properties and low melting temperature range, this work was aimed at elucidating how nanocomposite properties change upon the ring-opening polymerization. This can help to develop and optimize reactive extrusion processing of pCBT nanocomposites in order to improve the desired properties.
The extremely low viscosity of CBT during compounding did not allow to apply sufficiently high shear forces during melt mixing, resulting in poor dispersion and distribution degree of nanoparticles.
However, the low viscosity allowed the infiltration of oligomers into the accordion-like structure of rGO aggregates. Viscosity increase during polymerization of CBT into pCBT, resulting in a rise of the applied shear during melt mixing, led to a higher dispersion and distribution degree of rGO nanoflakes, as well as their lateral size reduction. Linear viscoelasticity in the molten state showed the presence of a percolation network for all the nanocomposites. However, clear differences are observed between nanocomposites containing rGO and GNP, in terms of higher density of the percolation network obtained for rGO nanoflakes.
Electrical conductivity results for CBT and pCBT nanocomposites were consistent with the rheological data, the conductivity with rGO being typically significantly higher compared to GNP. Furthermore, the conductivity with annealed rGO being greater compared to pristine rGO for both CBT and pCBT 
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Comparison of processing conditions
Two additional pCBT + 5% RGO nanocomposite were prepared, based on two different preparation protocols, to compare the effect of these preparation methods, and of the "standard" in-situ polymerization, on the properties of pCBT + 5% RGO.
Protocol A was designed to compare the effect of viscosity during the infiltration into the accordionlike structure of RGO, without changing any parameter other than the molecular weight, i.e. pCBT vs CBT:
-CBT was extruded for 10 minutes at 250°C and 100 rpm in presence of tin catalyst, thus obtaining pCBT; -pCBT was completely dissolved under stirring pellets in CHCl3/HFIP (1/1 v/v) mixture; then, 5 wt.% RGO was added to the solution and the solvent evaporated. -The dried mixture was pulverized, added into the extruded and mixed for 10 minutes at 250°C
and 100 rpm and the obtained nanocomposite named PBT + RGO.
. Protocol B was designed as a simple melt blending reference:
-CBT was extruded for 10 minutes at 250°C and 100 rpm, in inert atmosphere, in presence of tin catalyst, thus obtaining pCBT; -Then screw rotation speed was reduced down to 30 rpm and RGO (5 wt.% with respect to the pCBT content) was added directly into the extruder; -Extrusion was carried out for further 10 minutes at 250°C and 100 rpm. The material here obtained is named (PBT + RGO)_sf, where sf indicates solvent free
Scanning electron microscopy at low magnitude revealed the presence of aggregates in the range of some tens of microns when the nanocomposites was prepared "solvent-free" ( Figure S3e ) whereas no aggregates at this magnification were observed for pCBT + RGO ( Figure S3a ) and PBT + RGO ( Figure  S3c ). High magnification micrographs showed regular distribution of nanoflakes (highlighted by white arrows) for both nanocomposites prepared via solvent-assisted pre-mixing ( Figure S3b,d ), whereas in (PBT + RGO)_sf ( Figure S3f ) a very limited number of nanoflakes is visible, likely due to the poor disaggregation of RGO aggregates. These results suggest that direct melt blending is not able to disaggregate RGO expanded structure, leading to a limited dispersion and distribution of nanoflakes.
On the other hand pre-infiltration of oligomers/polymer chains into the galleries of expanded rGO structure was demonstrated to result in a significantly improved dispersion and distribution of rGO nanoflakes. Furthermore, thermal and electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites were studied (Table S1 ). As expected from the poor distribution and dispersion, PBT + RGO_sf resulted in low electrical (σ ≈ 2 • 10 -5 S/m) and thermal conductivity (λ ≈ 0.37 W/mK). Comparing pCBT + RGO with PBT + RGO, similar electrical conductivity were obtained (in the order of 10 -4 S/m), whereas thermal conductivity was found to be slightly higher for pCBT + RGO (0.51 W/mK) than for PBT + RGO (0.45 W/mK) . SEM observation and thermal/electrical conductivities are therefore consistent in demonstrating the need to infiltrate oligomers or polymers, via solvent processing, to allow a proper dispersion of nanoflakes, which in turn results in higher conduction performance. Slight differences apply between the infiltration of CBT oligomers or pCBT. Table S1 . Electrical and thermal conductivity for pCBT/RGO nanocomposites prepared following different mixing procedures. 
Particle size analysis
Particle size analysis of nanoflakes extracted form nanocomposites was performed analyzing RGO_1700 flakes, deposited on Si wafer, by means of scanning electron microscope. Granulated CBT + RGO_1700 and pCBT + RGO_1700 were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and chloroform/hexafluoroisopropanol (CHCl3/HFIP) mixture (90/10 v/v), respectively, for 2 hours under stirring; then, the suspension was vacuum filtered (0.45 μm pore size) to separate solubilized polymer from nanoflakes. Finally, after drying the filter for two hours in oven at 80°C, nanoflakes were separated from the filter and collected in a glass vial.
Later ~ 0.1 mg of RGO_1700, for nanoflakes obtained from both CBT and pCBT nanocomposites, were dissolved in ~ 10 ml CHCl3/HFIP mixture and sonicated in bath for 30 minutes to suspend nanoflakes; then, the suspensions were drop-casted on a silicon wafer and the solvent evaporated under a chemical hood. Deposited nanoflakes were observed without any further preparation. Particle size analysis was performed by means of image analysis software evaluating the projected area on more than 50 nanoflakes. Results for RGO_1700 obtained from CBT and pCBT are reported in Figure S3 .
Distribution of projected area of RGO_1700 nanoflakes, extracted from CBT nanocomposites, display an approx. lorentzian curve with a maximum at 54 μm and 50% of nanoparticles showing an area below 16 μm 2 , while for those extracted from pCBT nanocomposites a different distribution of projected area was observed, with a dramatic increase of the fraction of nanoflakes with small area, leading to 50% of nanoparticles showing an area smaller than 4 μm 2 . It is worth noting that in both cases, the projected area is typically related to rGO aggregates, even if the smaller area observed. Smaller and thinner individual nanoflakes are difficult to be detected in these conditions and may be underestimated in this analysis. Nonetheless, significant differences are visible between size distribution in CBT and pCBT, suggesting higher disaggregation of nanoflake aggregates in pCBT, owing to its higher viscosity. 
